Satellite DNA content of B chromosomes in the characid fish Characidium gomesi supports their origin from sex chromosomes.
The origin of supernumerary (B) chromosomes is clearly conditioned by their ancestry from the standard (A) chromosomes. Sequence similarity between A and B chromosomes is thus crucial to determine B chromosome origin. For this purpose, we compare here the DNA sequences from A and B chromosomes in the characid fish Characidium gomesi using two main approaches. First, we found 59 satellite DNA (satDNA) families constituting the satellitome of this species and performed FISH analysis for 18 of them. This showed the presence of six satDNAs on the B chromosome: one shared with sex chromosomes and autosomes, two shared with sex chromosomes, one shared with autosomes and two being B-specific. This indicated that B chromosomes most likely arose from the sex chromosomes. Our second approach consisted of the analysis of five repetitive DNA families: 18S and 5S ribosomal DNA (rDNA), the H3 histone gene, U2 snDNA and the most abundant satDNA (CgoSat01-184) on DNA obtained from microdissected B chromosomes and from B-lacking genomes. PCR and sequence analysis of these repetitive sequences was successful for three of them (5S rDNA, H3 histone gene and CgoSat01-184), and sequence comparison revealed that DNA sequences obtained from the B chromosomes displayed higher identity with C. gomesi genomic DNA than with those obtained from other Characidium species. Taken together, our results support the intraspecific origin of B chromosomes in C. gomesi and point to sex chromosomes as B chromosome ancestors, which raises interesting prospects for future joint research on the genetic content of sex and B chromosomes in this species.